A sample for guidance application of distance education technologies: A case study on graduate students' opinions about web-assisted career guidance systems

Öz

The purpose of this study was to analyze the use of distance education technologies in career guidance and counseling. Using qualitative research methods, web-assisted systems in career guidance were studied and feedback gained graduate students completing their no-thesis master program in the Program of Psychological Counseling and Guidance in the Institute of Social Sciences at Selcuk University during spring semester in 2007 was analyzed from. Purposeful sampling was administered to collect data from semi-structured interviews with these graduate students. Data were coded using Nvivo2 software and then themes were determined. Based on related literature, findings from this research were discussed and some suggestions were provided.
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2. Career Guidance for Students Important Aspects. 3. methodology session i- selection of right career stream & preparing for the corporate challenges session ii- gaps noticed after session I and preparations for building right career profiles session iii- grooming for the corporate world. 4. students dossier mapping of individual profiles details of projects or assignments done details of case study presentations or workshops strengths individual profiles for presenting to corporates. 5. streams available marketing finance human resources IT and systems.